
DNR/Office of Conservation
Operations Division

-

Original / Baton Rouge,  Yellow / Operator,  Pink / Inspector

NARRATIVE REPORT

8:00 am to 4:30 pm - 8 Hrs Regular

4:30 pm to 9:30 pm - 5 Hrs Over

1/2 hr off for Dinner

Total Hrs = 14.5 Hrs

6:30 am to 8:00 am - 1.5 hrs Over

at a later date, if necessary --

 

Michael Theriot

DEQ wanted to take samples of the gas around the stub before We start doing any digging -- 

DEQ were told early this morning that We will be moving in the equipment ''ASAP" to start digging

and as of now DEQ still hadn't acquired any samples -- Sarah said to go ahead and do what We 

needed to do, and cover up the hole by the csg when we're finish, so they can get their samples

 Chee Wee put the inspection on the system -- Will E-Mail pictures and a brief 

movie of the activities around the well site -- 

We were not able to locate the other two wells in the woods today -- We will try to 

locate these wells in the morning while the excavator is digging around the csg stub --

mat the pipeline crossing on the lease road --

Baton Rouge awarded the contract to Rene’s Trucking, Inc. -- Called Mr. Stuart to let him know that

he can start moving his equipment in and be ready to start in the morning for 8:00 am --

Chee Wee and Myself went and made an up to date inspection on Orphan Well Ser # 41802 and  

Called DOTTIE - 811- to have the necessary Co.'s to come mark lines, if any, around where We 

will be digging - Talked to Brittni with 811 and theTicket # is 120 314 243 --

1) Eric with Crosstex came and gave us an OK 

2) Danny with Florida Gas came and gave us an OK -- He just want to make sure we are going to

Assess2013-03

 

Met with Mr. Gus Hernandez with Hernandez Dozer & Trackhoe, on location to get a quote on

digging around csg stub -- 
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